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This manuscript explores the relationships among drainage area, slope, and valley width
in three types of drainage basins in various states of basin reorganization: undisturbed
basins, beheaded basins, and reversed basins. The authors find that the values of the
exponent on drainage area distinguish among the three basin types, and a significant,
negative exponent on slope is present in reversed basins. I thought this manuscript was
well written and nicely organized. I think this manuscript needs minor revisions prior to
publication. The main issue I think the authors need to address is increasing the impact or
value of the findings from this study, largely in the discussion section. Below I describe
several sections in the manuscript that I think should be expanded and/or discussed in
more detail. At the end of this review, I have some minor line-by-line comments.

The authors find unique values of the drainage area exponent b in the three valley types
and mention that the different valley types could be characterized by the value of the
exponent b (lines 319 – 323 and 373 - 374). But the authors later point out (lines 407 -
411) that there are several other reasons one might find distinct values of b, even in
neighboring basins (e.g. Schanz, et al., 2016). What distinguishes the characteristic
values for the b exponent in these reorganized basins from different b values due to
differences in lithology (Schanz et al., 2016; Langston and Temme, 2019; Brocard and
van der Beek, 2006)? What I would like to see here is a more thorough description of
when or under what conditions reorganized drainage basins can be identified by the value
of the b exponent. This is mentioned but needs more discussion. Further discussion of
when variation in the b exponent may point to drainage basin reorganization will help to
guide future readers to using the results presented here properly and increase the impact
of the paper.

Also related to impact of the paper, would it be worthwhile for future researchers to
extract valley width, drainage areas, and slopes from basins with an unknown
reorganization history to attempt to identify new locations with past drainage basin
reorganization? Perhaps not given the difficulty of extracting valley bottom width;
therefore, it seems like the key takeaways of this paper are the differences in unit stream



power across drainage divides and evidence for different time scales of channel and valley
width adjustment.

Figure 6 that shows increasing channel width going downstream but decreasing valley
width going downstream is especially interesting. Does this pattern exist in the other
reversed drainage basins? Can the authors give us any idea on the timescales of
adjustment for channel width vs. valley width? The authors start to discuss this on lines
458 – 461, but don’t say anything more on timescales besides “longer” vs. short
timescales for valleys and channels respectively. I understand the authors might not have
the data to give a hard number for the timescale of adjustment, but a more in depth
discussion of what factors play into the timescale of adjustment would also be helpful.

I would also like to see a discussion of how the hyper-arid climate plays into these
findings. How would these findings be different in a humid climate? Discussion on this
point would add to the impact of the manuscript and findings.

Line by Line comments:

Line 50 – 51: is this section discussing channel width or valley width? I found that in
several places in this manuscript, I was not sure which one the authors were referring to.
See also lines 120 – 121; 471

Line 179 – 181: Nice definition of valley vs. channel, thank you.                        

Line 232 – 234 and Fig. 6a: outlining a polygon representing the valley bottom can be
difficult. In figure 6a, the area inside the polygon doesn’t look like a valley bottom to me,
with many tributaries carved into the defined valley bottom and no visible break in slope
that distinguishes the valley bottom from the sides of the valley. Perhaps this polygon was
created based on a slope map of the area, with a threshold slope dividing valley bottom
and valley wall. But I can’t see this in figure 6a. Would be helpful to see a figure that
shows how this valley bottom polygon was drawn.

Figure 3: Is Figure 3d showing data from valley 10 and the fit from valley 11? Or is this a
typo? Additionally, this figure only shows W-A plots for three of the 12 valleys in this
study. I suggest adding similar figures of all valleys to the manuscript or in the
supplemental material. This could be 1 figure with 3 panels showing all data for normal,
beheaded, and reversed valleys.

Line 322 – 323: valley width decreases going downstream. Does this necessarily mean a
reversed valley? What else is needed to make that determination?



Line 324 – 325: Clarify that slope exponent values are non-unique only for normal and
beheaded valleys. This is not entirely clear until readers reach lines 332 – 334.

Figure 5: In my opinion, not a great figure. Can't see what the values of b and c are. Can
only see that they are between 0 and 1 and either close to or far from 0 or 1.

Line 388: Clarify. This makes me think that the authors are talking about channel slope,
not slope of the W vs. Area line.

Line 404 – 405: yes, scaling differences between adjacent drainages is potentially
evidence for drainage basin reorganization, but under what conditions? Scaling differences
can also be lithology dependent could represent changes in uplift rate across catchments

Line 433; 435 – 436: Does “slope exponents” refer to channel slopes or valley slopes?

Line 448 – 449: A reference to a figure that shows this exception for valley 10 would be
helpful.

Line 459 – 461, Figure 6 caption: Channel width increasing downstream while valley width
decreases downstream is a cool finding. Do you see this in any other of the reversed
valleys? What more can you say about this? What else can we get out of this finding?

Line 493: here's explanation of blue dots on figure 7. This explanation should be in fig 7
caption.

Figure 7: Why show channel bottom polygon in reversed and valley bottom polygon in
beheaded? Why calculate three different ways west of wind gap? which one is right/best?

Line 506, fig 7 caption: should be red rhombuses, not blue?

Line 518 – 519: “exploited with caution”. What does that mean? Say more about how this
can help identify and categorize drainage basin reorganization.



Line 536 – 537: This is a very interesting thought. I would like to see the authors take a
stab at answering these questions, or at least share their thoughts on how climate and
lithology might affect timescales of deviant scaling.
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